
Parkour Flight

**About Parkour Flight**

In Parkour Flight, players have to jump over various obstacles and perform daring tricks. The game

is mainly based on elements and tricks that are known from parkour.

Parkour Flight is a mobile game that picks up on many elements of the trend sport parkour. Above

all, the game convinces with a realistic physics, so that all tricks are executed and presented very

realistically. You control a character that jumps from a great height and has to overcome

numerous obstacles on its way down. For this you have to perform daring tricks like backflips or

somersaults. The game has a simple touch control that can be learned very quickly. If you perform

well and make unique stunts, you'll surely make it to the global leaderboard, where you can

compare yourself to other players from around the world.

**Parkour Flight - Features:** 

- Jump over obstacles: Parkour Flight is a mobile game that includes numerous elements of the

trend sport parkour. You control a character that has to overcome many obstacles in different

levels. Only if you try daring stunts and tricks, you can make your way through the different levels.

You control your hero with simple touches on the screen. Check out how to touch the screen to

peform unique stunts like backflips, somersaults or gainers.

- Design your character: Parkour Flight offers plenty of clothes for your hero. Decide for yourself

what your character should look like and what he should wear. Maybe certain clothes are also

better for some levels and obstacles.

- Compare your performance: The mobile game has a built-in leaderboard where you can compare

your performance with the performance of other players. Find out how good you are in

international comparison and what skills you could improve.

Conclusion: Parkour Flight convinces above all by a realistic physics and unique stunts. Explore

numerous environments and always try new, risky tricks.


